## Our learning goals – Year 4

**Term Three, Unit 6, 2012**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Area</th>
<th>Learning Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **English**   | I will understand that...  
|               | • A character is on a journey throughout a quest novel.  
|               | • Ideas, text structures and language features develop the character in a quest novel.  
|               | I will be able to...  
|               | • Describe Rowan of Rin in an important event which occurs during his journey.  
|               | • Use suitable pace, volume and expression to deliver an oral presentation. |
| **Maths**     | I will understand.....  
|               | • Partitioning numbers and using a range of strategies can help to make calculations and solve problems.  
|               | • Building a repertoire of mental and written strategies and exploring a range of methods enables me to calculate effectively.  
|               | • Informal units and familiar metric units are used to measure and compare the area of regular and irregular shapes.  
|               | • Volume with 3D shapes.  
|               | I will be able to...  
|               | • Investigate number sequences involving multiples.  
|               | • To measure and compare the area of regular and irregular shapes.  
|               | • Use informal units to order, calculate and compare volume. |
| **Science**   | I will understand ...  
|               | • materials have physical properties that influence their selection and use for everyday objects.  
|               | I will be able to ...  
|               | • select appropriate materials to use, to create an everyday object for a specific purpose. |